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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

**Security**

noun  
the state of being free from danger or threat.

**Security**

noun  
a tradable financial asset.

Ten years ago, the market crashed and over 9 million families lost their homes through foreclosure, short-sale or surrender to a lender. One big contributing factor, it became clear afterward, was the practice of bundling mortgages into securities to be sold, resold, and scattered around the world, leaving many banks and nonbank lenders with little motivation to care if a property was fairly priced or a homeowner was truly capable of making the payments.

Since the crisis, Wall Street has plunged back into the housing market in a new way that raises some of the same old concerns. National and global private equity firms like the Blackstone Group and Colony Capital have been behind the purchase of tens of thousands of single-family homes, which they have then turned into rental properties. Since 2013, many of these large Wall Street speculators have bundled their rentals together, securitized them, and created “single-family rental bonds.” The largest of these pools have been given triple A (AAA) ratings by bond agencies.

But in May of this year, it became public that the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) is investigating whether some single family rental securitizations relied on inflated property values. And in September, as part of its investigation, the SEC subpoenaed evidence from the three largest institutional investor-owned companies, Invitation Homes, American Homes 4 Rent and Starwood Waypoint Homes.

What impact is this “new asset class” having on the housing market?

What is the impact on tenants, on homeownership, on the community?

This report takes a closer look at these questions and explores the character, scope and implications Wall Street’s role in the new world of mass single-family rentals (SFR).

We look at the four largest companies in the market and the impact they are having on consumers and communities, using data analysis, review of company communications with investors, and over 100 interviews with tenants living in Wall Street-owned homes.

IMPORTANT FACTS

- The first securitization of single-family rentals occurred in November 2013, by Invitation Homes.
- Since then ten more companies have entered into the market, generating 39 securitizations totaling approximately $19.2 billion.
- The number of single-family rentals has been growing dramatically—from 10.5 million units in 2005 to 17.5 million in 2015, a 67 percent increase (40% of overall rental market).
- By the end of 2016, HUD, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac had auctioned some 104,258 delinquent mortgages at hugely discounted prices. Over 95% of them were sold to Wall Street private equity firms and hedge funds, and many were turned into rental properties.
- In November 2017, Starwood Waypoint and Blackstone’s Invitation Homes merged into a combined portfolio of 82,000 properties, making it one of the largest landlords in the country and the second largest residential real-estate company in the world.
- Institutional investors own over 200,000 single-family rental homes concentrated in a few small markets and that number is expected to continue growing.

MAJOR CONCLUSIONS

- When houses are sold to cash-carrying investors for conversion into rentals, prospective homeowners and “mom and pop” landlords are crowded out of the market, and communities suffer — particularly communities of color.
- Wall Street landlords are accountable to investors to increase profits. That pressure is, compounded by Bond Rating Agencies when they threaten to downgrade securitization deals if landlords fail to set “competitive rents” and minimize “loss” through speedy evictions and aggressive fee collection.
- Tenants are negatively impacted, with large annual rent increases, fee gouging, a high rate of evictions, and rampant habitability issues.
- The damaging effects, like those of the predatory lending that led to the financial crisis, appear to disproportionately impact low and moderate income families and communities of color.
- Federal government policies have spurred the trends discussed here. For example, most of these large institutionalized companies are receiving a huge tax break, being exempt from federal taxes due to their status as Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs).
- Wall Street landlords have become a growing political lobbying force, with the 2014 launch of a new trade group called the National Rental Home Council.
All this adds up to an unprecedented shift in the ownership of houses, from homeowners to mega-corporate investors and from “mom and pop landlords” to Wall Street landlords. In the post foreclosure-crisis landscape of America, Wall Street private equity firms with the explicit support of the federal government are laying the foundation for a new kind of rental housing market — one that harms vulnerable renters and communities in unprecedented ways.

**Top Policy Recommendations**

*full version at the end of the report*

**Local & State Policies**

1. **Protect Tenants**
   a. Establish rent control and just cause eviction laws that cover single-family rentals
   b. Prohibit excessive and/or hidden fees

2. **Advance Homeownership and Community Control of Housing**
   a. Establish a “right of first refusal” policy giving tenants first chance to purchase the home when it is being sold. Non-profit organizations and public agencies should get the “second chance” if tenants do not purchase

3. **Monitoring**
   a. Require public disclosure to city/county government by large-scale owners of single-family rentals, for transparency around what properties they own and what they are doing with them
   b. Local government should monitor this industry, tracking their growth and their performance as landlords, and any potential fair housing violations
   c. Institute a “speculators fee” to cover the costs of tracking and monitoring and sharing that data with advocates can

**Federal Policies**

1. **Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and HUD should Protect Tenants and Communities**
   a. They must only provide financing for large single-family rental investors if the units are affordable, strong tenant protections are in place and they are prohibited from discriminating against voucher holders
   b. For all sales of distressed mortgages and single-family properties they must require rigorous mortgage modification programs, right of first refusal, rent control, just cause eviction protections and non-discrimination based on source of income
   c. They must prioritize mission driven developers and CDFIs as purchasers of non-performing loans and distressed properties.

2. **Congress should establish national rent control and just cause eviction rules for the largest owners of single family and multi family properties.**

3. **The SEC should require Private funds and other firms to provide more information about their portfolio companies, including their impact - including as a landlord - on the communities in which they do business.**

**The Bulnes Family**

After losing their home to foreclosure in 2012, Vanessa and Richard Bulnes counted themselves lucky to find a nearby house to rent. Their new home, like their old one, had been foreclosed on and bought up by investors. Although the rent was higher than their mortgage payments had been, it was a place where Vanessa, her family’s sole income earner since her husband’s stroke in 2008, could continue to run the in-home daycare center she had operated for 22 years.

But in 2013 the county found dangerous levels of lead in the soil during a permitting check. That was when Vanessa Bulnes first learned that their landlord, who would have to give permission for the county to remediate the problem, was a corporation called Waypoint Homes, an affiliate of the $10 billion private equity firm GI Partners. She reached out to Waypoint repeatedly and tirelessly for years, trying to get the needed authorization. Meanwhile, the federal agency that helped fund her program installed a rubber mat in her backyard as a temporary remedy.

In November 2016, the owners finally fixed the lead problem. But it was too late. By then the agency had lost patience and canceled Vanessa’s contract, forcing her to close her lifelong business and depriving the family of its main source of income. While Vanessa was searching for new work, she and her husband fell behind on the rent. Before long, they got served with an eviction notice.
The New Rental-Home Empires

Since the financial crisis, tens of thousands of American families have found themselves, like the Bulneses, renting homes from large and distant companies. Many of these companies were founded or financed by Wall Street investment funds.

In 2014, while Vanessa was struggling to maintain her home day care, Waypoint Homes joined with Starwood Property Trust, an international Real Estate Investment Trust worth nearly 180 million dollars and part of the larger Wall Street investment giant, Starwood Capital7. The resulting company, Starwood Waypoint Residential Trust, then merged with another single-family rental company, Colony American Homes, to become Colony Starwood Homes. Colony American Homes, which was launched in 2010 by Colony Capital (now called Colony Northstar), a global real-estate investment company headquartered in Los Angeles, had its own Wall Street origin story and network of wealthy investors. The merger meant the combined company controlled over 30,000 homes and $7.7 billion in assets8.

But the mergers didn’t stop there. In August 2017, a second merger was announced between Colony Starwood and Invitation Homes, a single-family rental company controlled by the New York-based private-equity giant, The Blackstone Group. This combined entity, called Starwood Waypoint, owns more than 82,000 single-family homes across the country. The Blackstone Group, in turn, is part of a galaxy of private equity funds, hedge funds, and other Wall Street-oriented partnerships and corporations that began snapping up homes after the housing bubble burst ten years ago, with a view to putting some of them on the rental market, at least until the right moment arrived to sell.

Single-family home rental used to be a small-scale and local business, built around direct ties between landlords and tenants. In the new Wall Street rental empires, the relationships are impersonal, property managers come and go, and the executives who call the shots often have trouble hearing the voices of their tenants over the clamor of their investors.

Wall Street landlords often evict tenants at astonishingly higher rates than other single-family landlords: in the Atlanta area, nearly one-third of all Starwood Waypoint tenants received eviction notices in 2015. Rent increases follow the same trend - with tenants facing as much as $1000/month increases. Across the nation, single-family homes are currently exempt from local rent-control laws, which is a big part of the market’s appeal to Wall Street. Investor pressure has also led to fee-gouging of a kind previously associated with credit cards and payday loans. Dissatisfied with the agreed-on rent, these companies create extra revenue streams of excessive late charges and maintenance fees that shift the costs and responsibilities of traditional landlords onto tenants to an unprecedented extent.

The damage falls on communities as well as tenants. When giant, far-off entities begin to mass-purchase single-family homes in a given concentrated area, it becomes harder for local families to buy, and harder for a neighborhood to maintain a stabilizing critical mass of owner occupancy.

For these Wall Street speculators, the recession of 2008 was not economically and emotionally devastating as it was for Vanessa, Richard, and so many others; it was a market opportunity.

The story of Vanessa and Richard illustrates how the commodification and financialization of housing can wreak havoc on ordinary Americans. As families like theirs struggled to weather the economic storm, hedge funds, private equity firms, and other financial actors swooped into the market to purchase hundreds of thousands of foreclosed homes. For these Wall Street speculators, the recession of 2008 was not economically and emotionally devastating as it was for Vanessa, Richard, and so many others; it was a market opportunity. The foreclosure crisis and 2008 financial collapse had few winners, but companies like Starwood Waypoint and Invitation Homes -- and their Wall Street corporate backers -- were among them. They have benefitted from the deception and fraud that saddled so many families of color with subprime and booby-trapped mortgages, leading to foreclosures that disproportionately affected African American and Latino families like the Bulneses. Lower post-crisis home prices could have been an opportunity to increase affordable homeownership, but too often instead Wall Street buyers swept in, while neighborhood families were left out of the game altogether.
unable to compete with cash buyers or denied access to credit.

Uncle Sam, Wall Street Enabler

Beginning in 2014 the Government Sponsored Entities (GSE) - Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac - began selling pools of delinquent mortgages in bulk to the highest bidder, with very limited conditions applied to protect the homeowners in danger of losing their homes, or the communities those homes were situated in. The Federal Housing Administration (FHA) also sold such pools. In many cases, the highest bidders have been hedge funds, private equity firms, and other giant investment companies.

These sales contributed to the fact that today, nine big Wall Street firms are collectively the absentee landlords of more than 200,000 single family homes in 13 states. While that’s a small proportion of all single-family rental properties nationally, it accounts for a large percentage of homes in the concentrated geographies where these companies buy. For instance, in Sacramento County, California, Invitation Homes is the single largest private landlord in the county - and the second largest property owner after the county of Sacramento itself. Industry spokespeople portray the single-family rental boom as a temporary phenomenon. But while there has been some retrenchment recently, many of the big players clearly see more growth ahead. Starwood Waypoint says it plans to spend $400 million or approximately $30 million per month in 2017 in its favored markets.11

Even after the crisis, Fannie and Freddie -- and the Federal Housing Finance Agency, which oversees them - could have focused on using vacant homes to help the families and communities most impacted by the financial crisis, rather than transferring them to Wall Street investors. That would have made the deal a serious effort, as many housing advocates urged, to make it easier for local families and community groups to buy up stranded homes, giving them preference over absentee investors and speculators. Unfortunately, that is not what they did. Instead, Fannie and Freddie set up systems that disproportionately benefited Wall Street buyers, and then provided a loan guarantee that lowered the cost of capital for a major Invitation Homes deal. An industry analyst commented on the deal:

“Shifting corporate risk to taxpayers has been a profitable business over the past few decades, and throughout history. We expect we will see more of this shift in the coming years.”

Even now, the Federal government could - and should - move away from policies that help these big-money players snap up vacant properties in bulk. Where such investors do acquire homes, federal, state and local governments urgently need to establish or strengthen eviction rules, rent control laws, and real-estate tax policies, among other tools, to make sure renters are treated decently and local access to housing is protected. If such policies are not put in place, government will continue to actively encourage the growth of harmful large-scale corporate ownership.

The enormous political influence of Wall Street in general and the private equity industry in particular helps explain these damaging policies. In 2014, the single family rental industry created the National Rental Home Council (NRHC) to lobby for its interests. These firms did well under the Obama administration, and their leaders, along with other Wall Street interests, enjoy unprecedented positions of power and access in the Trump administration. Blackstone CEO Stephen Schwartzman (the former chair of the President’s economic advisory council) remains a close Trump advisor, as does Colony founder Thomas Barrack, who was the single largest individual donor to Trump’s campaign and chaired his inauguration committee.

It did not have to be this way. Sensible and timely action against abusive and deceptive mortgage lending and securitization would have prevented millions of foreclosures, and a more robust response to the foreclosure crisis once it began would have prioritized directly helping homeowners to keep their homes - as the government did in response to the Great Depression.


3. HOW DID WE GET HERE?

The Rise of Single-Family Rentals as an Investable Asset Class

In 2008, the whole world saw the result of the growing financialization of the housing market, together with the unregulated, reckless greed of Wall Street. Financiers and speculators took the global economy to the edge of collapse, while wreaking havoc on ordinary Americans like Richard and Vanessa Bulnes.

Now, casino-like gambling in the housing market is back in a new form: the Wall Street financialization of rental housing.

STAGE 1: THE INFLUX OF GLOBAL CAPITAL

After Wall Street crashed the global economy in 2008, leading to massive losses of wealth in low-income communities of color, private equity firms and other institutional investors created an array of new companies to acquire extremely discounted homes through auction, short sale, or the purchase of distressed loans. This was called the REO (Real Estate Owned home) to Rental business.

Blackstone, the world’s largest private equity firm, created Invitation Homes in 2012 and spent over $10 billion amassing a portfolio of more than 48,000 homes, at times spending over $150 million a week. Similarly, Colony Capital, the world’s fifth largest...
private equity firm, created Colony American Homes, the second largest single-family rental company, with $550 million in initial investment. In 2016, Colony American Homes merged with Starwood Capital’s Starwood Waypoint Residential Trust to become Colony Starioad Homes, and in August of 2017 the company announced a merger with Invitation Homes.

STAGE 3: BECOMING PUBLICLY-TRADED COMPANIES WITH SHAREHOLDERS
Single-family rental companies have taken their business into the stock market. Some of the largest of these companies are, or were, publicly traded, including Invitation Homes/Colony Starioad and American Homes 4 Rent. When they go public, single-family rental companies become accountable to shareholders and face increasing pressure to deliver short-term financial returns, which often come at the expense of long-term productivity and social responsibility. Short-termism is a key byproduct of the modern financialized economy.

4. WALL STREET’S RENTAL EMPIRES PUT FAMILIES AND COMMUNITIES AT RISK
Tenants, first-time homebuyers, and local communities have been hurt by the rise of these new Wall Street landlords and their business model of mass home rental. The damaging effects, like those of the predatory lending that led to the financial crisis, have fallen disproportionately on low and moderate income families and communities of color.

**Diminished Opportunities for Homeownership**
“‘The American Dream no longer requires homeownership,’ the single-family rental industry argues. That is a debatable proposition. Homeownership remains the greatest source of wealth and security for millions of American families, and besides being an important financial investment, it’s a significant source of emotional stability as a place to raise children, create community and develop roots. Renter protection policies that prevent unjust evictions, exorbitant rent increases and require habitability standards can provide this same level of financial and emotional stability for renter households. However, the NRHC and its’ affiliated Wall Street rental conglomerates have actively opposed including rental protections as part of their newly envisioned American Dream.
But the key point may be that while the industry portrays itself as responding to...
Invitation Homes, for instance, focuses on “markets that we expect will exhibit lower new supply, stronger job and household formation growth, and superior NOI [net operating income] growth relative to the broader U.S. housing and rental market.” The company looks for houses with three or more bedrooms, two or more baths, and priced between $100,000 to $400,000 - the same kind of houses that many first-time home buyers are seeking. Starwood Waypoint has concentrated its recent acquisitions in what it calls its “subscale markets,” including Charlotte, Raleigh, and Nashville, where the company does not currently own enough homes to “fully optimize scale.” These are the same cities where Starwood Waypoint planned to spend much of a total 2017 acquisition budget of $400 to $500 million, or approximately $30 million per month.

Higher Rents

“For me to work 12-14 hour days and barely have enough to pay increasing rents to a multi-billion dollar Wall Street giant, it’s like sharcerecoping all over again” said Merika Reagen, a Waypoint tenant and a member of ACCE. Merika and her family are not alone. To gain investor confidence, single-family rental companies promise to set competitive market rates for rent and to aggressively pursue evictions if payments are even more than a single day late. The largest of these companies have similar track records when it comes to rent increases. In the first quarter of 2017, Starwood Waypoint reported a quarterly rent growth of 4.7% nationally for tenants renewing their leases, while Invitation Homes reported rent increases of 5.3% during the same period for tenants renewing their leases. However, year over year growth nationally stands at roughly 2.7% meaning that the big Wall Street single family rental companies charge nearly double the nation’s average.

In California, rental increases are even higher. Starwood Waypoint, for example, reported 8% rent increases for tenants renewing their lease and 13% rent increases for new tenants in Northern California properties. Year over year rent increases above 5% are common in the hottest markets and in the second quarter of 2017, Starwood Waypoint reported a total rental increase (for both lease renewals and new tenants) of 9.6% for Northern California and 6% in Southern California, Phoenix, and Atlanta. Likewise, Invitation Homes reported total rent increase of 7% in the Western states for one year.

Executive Summary Wall Street’s Rental Empires

Wall Street’s Rental Empires with cash-carrying Wall Street investors. As industry “strike zones,” prospective home buyers often find it impossible to compete and crowds out individual buyers. In what one Starwood Waypoint executive describes as industry “strike zones,” prospective home buyers often find it impossible to compete

a market shift, it is also methodically creating that shift. These companies target neighborhoods with high job growth and limited housing supply - conditions that make it easier to set high rents and to impose high rent increases over time. This hurts renters and crowds out individual buyers. In what one Starwood Waypoint executive describes as industry “strike zones,” prospective home buyers often find it impossible to compete with cash-carrying Wall Street investors.

When I found my home I fell in love

I’ve lived here for four years — and while I love my home and make a decent salary as a city dispatcher — we just can’t afford it. My mother passed earlier this year who helped pay the rents and my husband has had two strokes - we have no other choice but to leave. When I first moved into this home, the rent was $1850. Only four years later and my most recent increase notice stated to take my rent from $2120 to more than $3000 — a nearly $800 rent increase all at once. That’s when I got involved with ACCE and joined with other tenants of Invitation Homes organizing together to start pushing back. We started sending letters, and protesting at Blackstone Group’s headquarters. That’s when my landlord sent a letter saying the rent increase was only $2330 and that the initial increase was a mistake. Even so, my family can’t afford it. My husband and daughter will move in with relatives, and I plan to rent a room from a coworker until I get on my feet again. If companies like Invitation Homes keep these rent increases up — we’ll all end up on the street. We need rent control for single-family homes like mine to keep us in our homes!”

Tenant Spotlight

Renita Barbee

“When I found my home I fell in love.”

I’ve lived here for four years — and while I love my home and make a decent salary as a city dispatcher — we just can’t afford it. My mother passed earlier this year who helped pay the rents and my husband has had two strokes - we have no other choice but to leave. When I first moved into this home, the rent was $1850. Only four years later and my most recent increase notice stated to take my rent from $2120 to more than $3000 — a nearly $800 rent increase all at once. That’s when I got involved with ACCE and joined with other tenants of Invitation Homes organizing together to start pushing back. We started sending letters, and protesting at Blackstone Group’s headquarters. That’s when my landlord sent a letter saying the rent increase was only $2330 and that the initial increase was a mistake. Even so, my family can’t afford it. My husband and daughter will move in with relatives, and I plan to rent a room from a coworker until I get on my feet again. If companies like Invitation Homes keep these rent increases up — we’ll all end up on the street. We need rent control for single-family homes like mine to keep us in our homes!”

a market shift, it is also methodically creating that shift. These companies target neighborhoods with high job growth and limited housing supply - conditions that make it easier to set high rents and to impose high rent increases over time. This hurts renters and crowds out individual buyers. In what one Starwood Waypoint executive describes as industry “strike zones,” prospective home buyers often find it impossible to compete with cash-carrying Wall Street investors.

When I found my home I fell in love.

I’ve lived here for four years — and while I love my home and make a decent salary as a city dispatcher — we just can’t afford it. My mother passed earlier this year who helped pay the rents and my husband has had two strokes - we have no other choice but to leave. When I first moved into this home, the rent was $1850. Only four years later and my most recent increase notice stated to take my rent from $2120 to more than $3000 — a nearly $800 rent increase all at once. That’s when I got involved with ACCE and joined with other tenants of Invitation Homes organizing together to start pushing back. We started sending letters, and protesting at Blackstone Group’s headquarters. That’s when my landlord sent a letter saying the rent increase was only $2330 and that the initial increase was a mistake. Even so, my family can’t afford it. My husband and daughter will move in with relatives, and I plan to rent a room from a coworker until I get on my feet again. If companies like Invitation Homes keep these rent increases up — we’ll all end up on the street. We need rent control for single-family homes like mine to keep us in our homes!”

a market shift, it is also methodically creating that shift. These companies target neighborhoods with high job growth and limited housing supply - conditions that make it easier to set high rents and to impose high rent increases over time. This hurts renters and crowds out individual buyers. In what one Starwood Waypoint executive describes as industry “strike zones,” prospective home buyers often find it impossible to compete with cash-carrying Wall Street investors.
the third quarter of 2017. Rental increases for the overall market are much lower than those reported by single-family rental companies, even in areas with the highest demand. For example, in Los Angeles and San Bernardino rents rose by 3.9% and in Riverside, Phoenix, and Vallejo rents rose by just over 4%. In Atlanta, the city with the most Wall Street investments, the overall rents grew by 2.4% - less than half of the rental increase reported by Starwood Waypoint. Additionally, based on an analysis of Zillow rental data, rents in the single-family market have outpaced rents in multifamily housing in the areas most targeted by investors. In 2014, as the largest companies were becoming fully operational, the percent change in the price of rent for single-family homes was 50% higher than percent change in the price of rent for apartments in Sacramento, 38% higher in Denver, and 30% higher in Miami, San Antonio, Orlando, and Charlotte. While the rent differentials have evened out in the last two years, in 2016 single-family rental rates rose by 6% more than apartment rents in Los Angeles, 5% more in Denver and Tampa, and 4% more in Nashville and San Antonio. The fact that the highest rent increases occurred at the same time the mega-corporations began business suggests that these companies may significantly drive up rents in the markets where they operate. It is also important to note that apartment renters benefit from rent control protections in a number of cities, including Los Angeles and Oakland. But nowhere do such laws cover single-family homes, whose tenants are in fact left with very few legal safeguards.

Tenants with pets face even higher rents and rent increases since most of the company now charge additional rent (not just a security deposit) for tenants with animals. Invitation Homes reported that “pet rents” charged by the company are up 4.8% year-over-year and now account for $1.5 million in additional corporate income. Single-family rental companies are also under pressure from rating agencies to develop systems for imposing “competitive” rents. If they don’t, rating agencies threaten to downgrade their securitization deals. As Kroll Bond Rating Agency disclosed in its Single-Family Rental Rating Methodology, “KBRA will review a company’s strategy for determining rental rates, including which concessions or rent reductions are appropriate… If a company lacks a comprehensive, strategic approach to setting rental rates, KBRA may reduce its gross potential rent forecast and increase its vacancy assumptions to account for the risk that the portfolio may be adversely impacted due to underperforming management.” The threat of downgrading forces single-family rental companies to systemize rent collection and minimizing “concessions,” discounts or deferred payment plans for families in crisis. While increased accountability ensures reliable investor yield, it means it is far less likely that tenants will be able to negotiate with their landlords about the rent level or about late-fee forgiveness - a process that often leads to tenants of small landlords being able to stay in their homes when working with another human face that also resides in that same community. Similar to stories we heard of millions of homeowners getting the run around from big banks as an attempt to receive loan modifications on their predatory mortgages during the height of the foreclosure crisis, tenants of Wall Street landlords also have a hard time finding a real human to talk to in negotiating rent increases, maintenance issues and other problems. This inability of tenants to negotiate with their landlord is exacerbated by the growing practice by large companies to set rents at a national level rather than depend on local property managers. If rents and fees are established by national executives through data algorithms and strictly imposed upon lower-level staff, there are fewer opportunities for tenants to contest rent increases or charges they regard as unfair. Invitation Home’s recent move toward a “National Lease” with standardized fees is another example of greater central control over the property management process.

A Spike In Evictions

In order to maximize rental revenues, companies have pursued aggressive eviction policies, particularly where vacancy rates are low. Although tenant turnover costs companies an average of $1,500, single-family rental companies have found that they can easily recover that cost through late fees, court fines, or retaining tenants' security deposits. Rating agencies and investors often pressure these companies into adopting strict eviction practices. According to Kroll Bond Rating Agency, “delinquent tenants should generally be contacted immediately following missed payment dates, and it is expected that the eviction process will begin shortly thereafter… KBRA will evaluate eviction strategies to determine whether adequate controls are in place to ensure compliance with local laws while providing for the timely removal of tenants.” If a company is unable to “remove” tenants in a “timely manner” and lacks a “detailed eviction plan,” KBRA threatens to increase the loss assumptions in its risk model, which can result in a lower rating. The constant monitoring of rental rates, late payments, and “concessions” to tenants prevents local staff from negotiating with residents and forces them to initiate eviction processes.

Large single-family rental companies appear to be evicting tenants at a higher rate than
As anticipated, not too long after, there was a sewage leakage again. However, after several years and after Waypoint merged with Colony Starwood, I learned they were just giving me the run around and that homeownership was never going to happen. In January I received a notice to renew the lease and I asked them to fix some serious issues with the property - including broken pipes which were causing serious sewage leakage in my home. After one of the major leakages, we were forced to sit with raw sewage in my mother’s bedroom breathing in mold and bacteria until they came to look at it three weeks later. Instead of fixing the pipes, their solution was to merely clean the carpet.

As anticipated, not too long after, there was a sewage leakage again.

So, I filed another complaint. Five days later, I received in the mail a 60-day notice to vacate. Over the time I’ve lived there, I’ve paid them over $90,000 in rent. I didn’t think that fixing the pipes or a new carpet was too much to ask for. Families shouldn’t have to face an eviction because they asked to live in a habitable home."

“mom-and-pop” owners, according to a December 2016 analysis by the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta. Using publicly available parcel-level eviction data from Fulton County, researchers found that Starwood Waypoint, American Homes 4 Rent, and Havenbrook homes all had higher rates of eviction than other single-family rental owners (see Figure XX). The largest investors in single-family rental properties were 18% more likely to issue eviction notices than small firms, even when controlling for property and neighborhood characteristics. Over 30% of all county evictions were filed by Starwood Waypoint, nearly 25% by American Homes 4 Rent, and nearly 15% by Invitation Homes. Starwood Waypoint was the worst offender - with nearly one third of all tenants given eviction notices in 2015. When researchers sought to understand the factors at work, the strongest predictor of whether a tenant would get an eviction notice turned out to be the concentration of African Americans in a given neighborhood36.

In California, it is difficult to conduct a similar analysis since eviction data is not publicly accessible. However, a recent survey of tenants in Los Angeles County suggests that evictions by large single-family rental companies are common. Over a fifteen-day period, an MIT researcher visited over 300 homes and found four notices of eviction, including two court orders and two notices to pay or quit (see Appendix 2 for photos). At one home in the San Fernando Valley, Invitation Homes had posted a large “Keep Out” sign next to a “pay or quit notice,” while covering the home in caution tape and placing a large construction cone in front of the door. Marking a home in this dramatic way may be a tactic used by such companies to shame or humiliate tenants. In a survey of 100 tenants, moreover, three reported receiving eviction notices due to late payments of just two or three days. One elderly woman, a Starwood Waypoint tenant, said she had had a three-day pay-or-quit notice posted on her door and a $100 late fee imposed because of an outstanding rent balance of just $40. This tenant, who lives in Los Angeles, told the company she would be able to pay the remaining $40 on the third of the month, when she received her social security check. Nevertheless, she said, Starwood Waypoint refused to waive the $100 charge. Another Starwood Waypoint tenant, living with three roommates, said that after falling just two days behind on the rent, his household received a three-day pay-or-quit notice taped to the door and a $100 late fee.

Fee Gouging

These late-fee stories reflect a broader industry strategy of maximizing profits through the aggressive pursuit of “ancillary revenue opportunities” such as fees, tenant charge backs (when a landlord pays for a repair and charges the tenant later for the cost), or new service charges for surveillance technology and other “smart home” features. In a pattern that mirrors the practices of payday lenders and other financial predators, single-family rental companies make a significant portion of their profits from hidden fees rather than by relying just on the “sticker price” of the official rent. Starwood Waypoint, according to the company’s former CEO, treats failure to harvest the “low hanging fruit” of ancillary revenues as “revenue leakage.” Employees, the former CEO told investors, are expected to impose every fee they can “legitimately do under the lease.”37 These practices disadvantage the most vulnerable residents, particularly those with variable pay schedules that result in late rent payments or those who need to move suddenly and end their lease early.


In 2017, Invitation Homes attributed a 6% increase in property earnings to the implementation of a “national lease” which “standardizes rental fees across the portfolio,” and to a system designed to “track resident delinquency on a daily basis” in order to continually assess late fees. In the 2017 first quarter earning call, Invitation Homes credited its national lease and automated tenant-charge system with driving a 22% increase in ancillary income, resulting in $2 million of additional revenue. These mechanisms, the company boasted to investors, guaranteed that “fees are being charged appropriately, so they are not at the discretion of our local folks but go through the process automatically.” For Invitation Homes, in short, the elimination of the human decision-making process automatically.

Shifting The Cost Of Maintenance

Under the terms of a 34-page lease provided by one Starwood Waypoint tenant, residents are responsible for all maintenance repairs that “do not constitute Major Repairs and are not Landlord’s obligation pursuant to Local Laws, including…but are required by the rental contract, upon penalty of eviction.” Residents are required to maintain the renter to cover the cost… Residents’ failure to maintain or repair any item for which the resident is responsible will also be deemed a default of lease” (see Appendix 3). Thus, according to the contract, residents are required to pay for routine maintenance and minor repairs with serious health and safety implications such as drainage, fumigation, and carbon monoxide or smoke detector replacements. Residents are also responsible for fixing appliances such as stoves and refrigerators - repairs that can be very expensive and sometimes pose health and habitability risks.

In another recent survey, tenants in Starwood Waypoint’s Los Angeles County homes said their contracts allowed only one or two fumigations and one pipe cleaning a year. A tenant in Sylmar reported that after being charged $240 to have his pipes snaked, he decided to do all future repairs himself. “They are hurting us financially… they are swindling us,” he said. “It’s ridiculous.” A neighbor living in a house owned by Invitation Homes in Compton four years ago, we were excited about the opportunity to have a stable, decent place to live at a reasonable cost. That changed as Waypoint raised our rent over $300 per month, and refused to pay for some basic repairs which caused us to cover the cost ourselves. I work as a garment worker, my husband Carlos works in a furniture factory and together we work incredibly hard. But recently we were hit again with repairs which caused us to cover the cost ourselves.
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Starwood Waypoint reports a turnover cost per home of $270, which is far less than its average one-month’s rent security deposit paid by tenants.

“...the stress is killing us.”

Tenant Spotlight

Cecilia & Carlos Reyna

ACCE Members


41 Invitation Homes, Transcript of 2017 1st Quarter Earnings call. May 2017. Accessed through Seeking Alpha here


43 Refers to the cost of Repairs and Maintenance required for re-renting homes. Invitation Homes, Transcript of 2017 1st Quarter Earnings call. May 2017. Accessed through seeking alpha here

44 Based on interviews and surveys, tenants report that the average security deposit is one month’s rent.


46 In an interview with the authors in May 2017, an Invitation Homes landlord said, “We own thousands of homes… If we can’t evict, we aren’t making money.”

47 Based on interviews and surveys, tenants report that they are also responsible for all home maintenance and minor repairs with serious health and safety implications such as drainage, fumigation, and carbon monoxide or smoke detector replacements.

48 The stress is killing us.”

The stress is killing us.”
Wall Street’s Rental Empires

Executive Summary

Wall Street’s rental companies appear more attractive to investors. Starwood Waypoint’s annual report cites a 51% increase (from $17,167 million to $25,844 million) in “other property income,” which includes automated “smart home” features and other service charges, tenant charge backs, late charges and early-termination charges. Similarly, American Homes 4 Rent reported in a fourth quarter earnings call to investors that its annual maintenance cost per house came to $2,034, excluding a $582 average cost per house billed directly to tenants as “tenant chargebacks.” This suggests that tenants may be paying more than a fifth of overall maintenance costs.

Companies also boast to their investors about savings achieved through “better tenant education.” During a quarterly reporting call in February 2017, for example, Starwood Waypoint spoke of a nearly 9% reduction in operating costs that the company credited partly to educating residents about “their responsibility for maintaining their home” while providing them with “a wide ranging suite of self-help tools developed for driving down costs for us and our residents.”

At American Homes 4 Rent, all maintenance calls are forwarded to a central call center where, according to the company, its representatives try to “resolve the problem over the phone” or “assist the tenant in fixing the issue.” This kind of “education,” tenants say, pressures them into making and paying for repairs themselves.

These companies also use technological platforms to reduce ongoing maintenance and operating costs such as tenant selection and rent collection. Although the largest companies all have internalized management operations and district offices, they typically handle complaints and rent collection through online systems or centralized call centers. Such practices reduce staffing costs, they say; American Homes 4 Rent for example, reports just one paid staff person per 100 homes, while Colony Starwood has just 304 employees managing over 32,000 homes.

Increased Inequality through Financialization

It is important for us to understand that the sudden growth of Wall Street investors in the single-family rental market is not an isolated phenomenon, but is part of the growing “financialization” of the entire economy. Financialization, often defined as the growing dominance of financial institutions and tools, has led to an economy in which wealth accumulation increasingly occurs from financial channels rather than through trade of goods and services and commodity production. 60 years ago, homes were predominantly owned by the people that lived in them or near them - where wealth was built locally for families to be handed down for generations. Recently however, with the decline in homeownership post foreclosure-crisis and the rise of corporate landlords, profit-making in housing is increasingly derived from the trade of housing debts and equity through 46 Colony Starwood Homes. Form 10-K. For the fiscal year ended December 31, 2016. Securities and Exchange Commission. Pg 47. Accessed here.

For me to work 12-14 hour days and barely have enough to pay skyrocketing rents to a billion dollar Wall Street landlord, is like share cropping all over again.

Merika Reagan
ACCE Member

“I was born and raised in San Francisco. Thanks to high rents, I was priced out of the city I was born and raised in. I moved into our current home as renters. When we moved into our home it was owned by a company called Waypoint Homes. As soon as we moved in it was such a positive experience. The company had a point system and even talked about working with us to one day own the property. After the first two-year lease was up, the only rent increase we received was for $50. But after Colony Starwood merged with Waypoint in early 2016 things began to change. The point system disappeared and our path to eventually owning our home disappeared also.

When our last lease expired in May 2017 and we were not offered a 2-year lease, but instead were only given the option to go month-to-month with a $1000 a month rent increase or sign another one-year lease with an increase of $350 per month – neither of which we could come anywhere close to affording. I wanted to stay because I have no other options. When I have done housing searches for a home similar to the one I am in, the rent is way too high! My wife and I know that if we leave this home we would have to leave Oakland entirely – leave our home, my business, our community and our life.

I have already been displaced from one city - and to be faced with the threat of being displaced from Oakland felt like a disaster.”
**Executive Summary**
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This increasing dominance of finance as a means of wealth accumulation has resulted in windfall profits for financial elite, and led to unprecedented levels of wage and wealth inequality by redistributing tenants' rent payments to wealthy investors and redirecting the benefits of home price appreciation to private equity funds and corporate executives rather than homeowners. 50 For example, in June of this year, Thomas Barrack and his investment firm Colony NorthStar sold 11 million shares of Colony Starwood Homes, grossing nearly $400 million. 51

After the merger with Invitation Homes, John Bartling, President and CEO of Starwood Waypoint homes, was awarded a severance package of three times his base salary and a targeted bonus, according to disclosure documents. 52 In the year prior to the merger, Bartling received a reported $2.5 million in compensation in a base pay of $875,000, bonuses of $810,000 and stock options worth nearly $800,000. As part of the merger, Fredrick Tuomi, who will remain CEO of the combined company was awarded a base salary of $800,000 and annual performance bonus between $600,000 and $1.8 million depending on performance. He was also given an "annual long-term incentive award"

worth an estimated $3.5 million and a “special equity award” worth $7 million53. The housing market has played a central role in both bolstering the financial sector and exacerbating economic inequality. Housing currently accounts for $163 trillion, or nearly half of all global financial assets54 and the financialization of homes is the foundation on which the precariously stacked cards of a financialized economy rests. As Leilani Farha, United Nations special rapporteur on the right to housing argues, “the ‘financialization of housing... whereby housing is treated as a commodity, a means of accumulating wealth and often as security for financial instruments that are traded and sold on global markets... disconnects housing from its social function of providing a place to live in security and dignity and hence undermines the realization of housing as a human right,” she wrote in a recent report to the United Nations. Between 1980 and 2002, the finance sector’s share of total U.S. profits tripled from 15% to 45%, while wage inequality increased by over 25%.55

The vast majority of the wealth and profits generated by these firms derives from financialization itself, not the use of financialization to facilitate production new homes or rehabilitate. While wealthy investment firms redistribute incomes of the poor and working-class to line their own pockets, those same investors have less incentive to invest in sectors of the economy that would yield greater job growth for those same renters. The ability of financial companies and investors to use renters as a source of profit in the midst of a stagnant economy not only exacerbates income inequality, it threatens the right to housing itself.

**Continued Racial Disparities**

Like the Bulnes’ neighborhood, Latino and African-American neighborhoods were hit the hardest by the foreclosure crisis. Historically, these are the same neighborhoods that were shut out of homeownership through redlining decades ago - a practice of denying mortgages and other financial services based on the racial or ethnic makeup of those zip codes. According to the website PropertyRadar, on the Bulneses’ six-block street alone, at least 35 properties were foreclosed between January 2006 and December 2012.56 The Wall Street takeover over homes across the country often happens in neighborhoods that have higher levels of Latino and African American residents - stripping wealth and ownership from communities of color and putting it into the hands of large corporations while creating a continued barrier for those communities to rebuild the wealth lost from the foreclosure crisis.

Shown in Figure XX, based on a survey conducted by a MIT masters student in urban planning, of 100 tenants of Invitation Homes and Starwood Waypoint tenants done in LA County in 2016, 78% of all tenants were families of color. An analysis done by this same student, found that in California census block groups without institutional investment are 5% African American compared with 15% African American for those with more than

15-20 homes owned by one of the largest companies. Similarly in LA County, census tracts with no homes owned by the largest landlords are 6% African American. Census tracts with more than 20 homes owned by the largest companies, by comparison, are 30% African-American. This trend is not only true in California. A similar analysis conducted by another MIT student researcher, Robert Call, found similar trends in Fulton County, Georgia. Census tracts with no institutional investment were 33% black, whereas neighborhoods with “very high” or “high” levels of investment were over 75% Black. Fulton County and the city of Atlanta, which are 44.3% Black and 54% Black, respectively, have received among the most institutional investment in single-family rentals in the nation. The concentration of institutional investment in Black communities will likely hinder wealth building and result in greater racial disparities.

Sheri Eddings began renting her South LA house from Invitation Homes in 2013, shortly after Blackstone Group launched the company as a venture to take advantage of the massive discounts to large investors on foreclosed properties provided by banks and government entities like Fannie Mae. Sheri lives in the home with her daughter, and likes living there in part because it is close to another daughter and her grandkids. Sheri, who has worked for many years as a sales rep for a carpet company, began by paying $1800 per month in rent. Over the next four years, Invitation Homes raised the rent by 22%, or $400 per month, so Sheri now pays $2200 per month - and it will go up to $2300 per month next year. However, during the same period of time Invitation Homes had attempted to raise her rent by 56%, or $1000 per month, and Sheri had to request that this outrageous increase be lowered.

Sheri has also had to deal with a number of communication problems with Invitation Homes. During her last contract renewal process, despite the fact that the company was aware that Sheri had a pet when she moved in, they tried to force her to pay a $500 pet deposit for her dog; the pet deposit was removed after Sheri protested. And on a repair visit, after a contracted maintenance employee tripped on a piece of uneven floor, Sheri says the employee was reprimanded by the company when they found out that he had commented to Sheri that the floor was in need of repair. "I have spoken with many tenants who have had the experience that Invitation Homes maintenance staff is overwhelmed and can’t handle the level of work assigned to them."

The last time I needed a repair I had to call multiple times over several days to get a response," Sheri likens living in her home but believes that Invitation Homes should eliminate the unfair rent increases.

---


5. MARKET MONOPOLIZATION & GROWING POLITICAL POWER

Market Monopolization

Having completed its merger with Starwood Waypoint, Blackstone’s Invitation Homes now has a combined portfolio of 82,000 properties, making it one of the largest landlords in the country and the second largest residential real-estate company in the world. All told, one-fourth of the country’s single-family rental homes are now owned by institutional investors, with more than 200,000 families paying their rent to just nine giant Wall Street-backed firms. According to a report by the Harvard Joint Center for Housing Studies, the majority share of all U.S. rental units (68.2 percent) are owned by institutional investors, and the investor-owned share of single-family homes increased by nearly 40% from 2001 to 2015.

Additionally, single-family rental companies like Starwood Waypoint and American Homes 4 Rent are increasingly partnering with developers to acquire newly constructed homes. In 2017, Starwood Waypoint reported that “new builds” account for 5% of the company’s portfolio and about one in five of the homes the company purchases are from a developer. Starwood Waypoint now has relationships with over 30 builders and plans to purchase at least 600 homes in the coming years.

In order to decrease operating costs, single-family rental companies look for merger and acquisition opportunities that will lead to greater market share in selected geographies, helping them achieve economies of scale in the management of their properties. In its prospectus, Invitation Homes emphasizes the company’s “disciplined market and asset selection,” which increases “local density” and “drives ‘operational efficiency.” Similarly, Starwood Waypoint highlights its focus on markets with the greatest opportunities for home price appreciation and strong rental demand, where it “can attain property operating efficiencies as a result of geographic concentration.”

Increased market power through strategic mergers and acquisitions not only creates “economies of scale,” it also enables companies that enter a market early to maintain a permanent competitive advantage. New or emerging companies seeking to enter the single-family rental market cannot acquire the deeply discounted homes that were available during the foreclosure crisis, and thus face substantial barriers to entry. These barriers allow existing companies to retain market dominance, and thus increasing their impact on rent prices.

64 Statistics based on property address data downloaded from propertyradar.com and the 2011-2015 American Community Survey.
A Growing Political Force

Single-family rental companies are marshalling their collective political clout. In 2014, Starwood Waypoint launched the National Rental Home Council (NRHC), a non-profit trade association that seeks to combat negative press coverage and “communicate the industry’s value proposition, promote and defend the industry to stakeholders, policymakers and regulators, and reframe the existing stigma around renters.”

Members of the Council include Invitation Homes, American Homes 4 Rent, Tricon American Homes, Altisource Rental Homes, FirstKey Homes, Roofstock, National Rental Homes, and over a dozen others.

One big concern of the industry is that negative attention from community advocacy organizations or elected officials could hinder its business practices. “Numerous tenant rights and consumer rights organizations exist throughout the country and operate in our markets, and we may attract attention from some of these organizations and become a target of legal demands, litigation and negative publicity…” Such organizations, according to Invitation Homes’ prospectus, “might… attempt to bring claims against us on a class action basis for damages or injunctive relief and to seek to publicize our activities in a negative light… We cannot anticipate what form such legal actions might take, or what remedies they may seek.”

“Consumer organizations have become more active and better funded in connection with mortgage foreclosure-related issues,” Silver Bay observed in a recent report to investors. “[S]ome of these organizations may shift their litigation, lobbying, fundraising and grassroots organizing activities to focus on landlord-tenant issues.” These companies are particularly worried that local advocacy groups will band together in a push for rent control rules that extend to single-family as well as multi-family residences; if that idea gained political traction, Silver Bay warned, its rental income could be negatively affected.

Some of the leaders of this burgeoning industry don’t necessarily need a trade association to have their voices heard at the highest levels of policy-making in the country. The CEO of Blackstone Group, the parent company of Invitation Homes, is Stephen Schwarzman, former chair of President Trump’s Economic Advisory Council and still a close Trump ally and advisor. The CEO of Colony Capital - and former part-owner of Starwood Waypoint - is Thomas J. Barrack, another member of the Trump inner circle. Barrack helped found a political action committee, Rebuilding America Now, which raised $23 million for the Trump campaign; he also chaired Trump’s inauguration committee, helping to raise an astonishing $100 million - nearly twice the amount raised for the 2009 inauguration of President Obama. Thomas Barrack told the Washington Post that he and Trump began talking about the presidency as early as 1987, that the talk grew more serious in 1999, and that “fewer people are closer to Trump and that the two talk weekly.”

5. HOW GOVERNMENT ROLLED OUT THE RED CARPET FOR THE RISE OF WALL STREET LANDLORDS

The creation of the single-family rental asset class would not have been possible without explicit government support. Through an REO-to-rental pilot program, along with bulk sales of distressed loans and seemingly minor changes in the tax and regulatory environment, the federal government has been playing an active, central, and continuous role in facilitating the rise of single-family rental housing as an institutionalized and financialized investment vehicle.

Federal Agencies Open The Floodgates

In 2012, The Federal Housing Finance Agency (FHFA) joined a group of other federal agencies to create a “REO-to-Rental” pilot program that allowed investors to buy pools of foreclosed properties from the government if they agreed to maintain them as rental units. The initiative sold 2,500 properties located in Chicago, Riverside, Los Angeles, Atlanta, Las Vegas, Phoenix, and various cities in Florida; these remain the areas of the country with among the highest concentrations of large-scale investor ownership. According to Meg Burns, FHFA’s Associate Director for Housing and Regulatory Policy, the program was designed to “gauge investor appetite” for scatter-site single-family housing and to determine whether bulk sales could “stimulate housing markets” by “attracting large, well-capitalized investors.” By creating a business model and actively
As of October 2016, FHA had sold over 104,258 mortgage loans and transferred over $17.7 billion in unpaid balances at a discount of 25-50%. According to HUD’s post-sales reporting documents, large-scale private equity firms purchased over 98% of these distressed properties. Bayview Asset Management, part-owned by the Blackstone Group, bought nearly 28,000 home loans, accounting for 30% of total sales. If the distressed loans resulted in foreclosure or short sale, rental companies like Invitation Homes (Blackstone’s other affiliate) could easily purchase the properties from their private-equity colleagues. According to HUD, less than 13% of the distressed mortgages resulted in a performing loan modification. Thus, the majority of the housing stock ended up in foreclosure (55%), short sale (13%) or deed-in-lieu (12%), or remained unresolved (33%).

As HUD and FHA auctioned off billions of dollars of discounted loans to Wall Street firms, while refusing to require principal reduction or offer a right of first refusal to non-profit developers, activists and politicians criticized the program as little more than a government-subsidized transfer of wealth to the 1%. In June of 2016, responding to appeals from community groups across the country, and from Senator Elizabeth Warren, Representative Mike Capuano, and the US Conference of Mayors, FHA announced new rules that, at least on their face, required investors to “consider” principal reduction first, while limiting interest rate increases, prohibiting investors from abandoning low-value properties, and created new opportunities for non-profit and government buyers. Despite the changes, however, only 2% of the 8,107 loans sold in 2016 went to non-profit investors, while nearly 60% were sold to Bayview. Government auctions of distressed loans and foreclosed properties continue to provide large corporate firms with a steady supply of homes.

**Backing The Billionaires**

In 2017, Invitation Homes disclosed in its prospectus that the company had received a 10-year $1 billion loan from Wells Fargo and that Fannie Mae would securitize and back the principal and interest. Essentially, Fannie Mae had agreed to provide a government-backed guarantee for a billion-dollar company’s loan. This federal backing allowed Invitation Homes to benefit from lower interest rates and more favorable loan terms than the single-family rental industry had ever received before, and appears to have been a result of sustained industry lobbying.

For years, single-family rental companies have argued that government guarantees for multifamily loans - available since the 1990s - “unfairly advantaged” apartment investors over companies owning “distributed apartments” in the form of scattered-site single-family rentals.
family rental properties.” 81 In redefining single-family rental housing as an alternative form of multifamily, the industry successfully persuaded Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to overlook regulations that prohibit the government-sponsored entities from investing in new or emerging asset classes.

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have thus far not publicly stated that they will continue to support the single-family rental industry, instead claiming that they are using the Invitation Homes deal to gather more “information.” 82 “This transaction,” Fannie Mae told the Wall Street Journal, “helps us gather data and test the market to ensure we are delivering the right solutions that meet the increasing demand for single-family rental housing across all demographics.” 83 Yet it seems unlikely that Invitation Homes competitors will support a federal decision to back the loans of one single-family rental company and not others. 84

In addition to government guarantees, the industry and some housing policy researchers have argued that single-family rental companies should be able to benefit from other government subsidies that support rental housing. For instance, the Urban Institute, a Washington, D.C.-based think-tank that has regularly co-published reports with the single-family rental industry, released a report in 2015 suggesting that single-family rental companies should be able to access the low-income housing tax credit (LIHTC) program to support their “multi-site multi-family” housing operation. 85 Allowing billion-dollar companies backed by multi-billion-dollar private equity funds to access additional real estate tax credits may result in a marginal increase in semi-affordable rental units, yet it will also provide unnecessary subsidies to an industry that has already received a federal transfer of discounted homes and discounted mortgages, as well as federal debt support.

The Regulated Deregulation of Tax Law

While the majority of government support for the single-family rental housing industry occurred after the crisis, the financialization of single-family rental housing also depended on existing regulations that had helped financialize other housing sectors such as multi-family and residential home mortgages. Minor adjustments in the tax codes and arcane financial regulations since the 1960s provided the foundation on which the single-family rental “revolution” could prosper.

Nearly all of the large institutionalized companies -- including Invitation Homes, Colony Starwood, and American Homes 4 Rent -- are organized as Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs). REITs are credited as one of the major “innovations” that led to the financialization of the multi-family market in the 1990s. In the past, commercial real estate had been owned primarily by wealthy individuals, corporations, and institutional investors. REITs helped usher in a new era in which investors could purchase shares of real estate just as they might purchase shares of corporate stock. Perhaps most importantly for the likes of Invitation Homes and Colony Starwood, REITs are exempt from federal taxes (although shareholders pay individual income tax on the dividends). By enabling real estate companies to maintain greater profit margins, tax exemption creates a significant incentive for investors and investment funds to get into this market. Without government-sanctioned REIT status, single-family rental companies would be treated as ordinary domestic corporations, subjecting them to U.S. federal income tax at regular corporate rates.

Although REITs were created through tax laws in the 1960’s, more than two decades passed before they began to attract much investor interest. Beginning in the 1980s, several federal laws facilitated the expansion of REIT’s; including the Tax Reform Act of 1986 and the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993. Both measures removed restrictions on REIT ownership and investor structures and allowed REITs to operate and manage properties in addition to owning them. These acts of public policy “laid the groundwork for REITs to become actively managed, fully integrated operating companies and led to the IPO boom of the mid-1990s.” 85 In addition, the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990 made it easier for pension funds and other institutional investors to own REIT shares. With increased investor demand, REIT shares skyrocketed and multifamily housing became more integrated in the global financial markets. “It is easy to forget, but just 25 years ago the entire market for apartment REITs was only about $100 million… Today, the sector exceeds $100 billion,” Gary Beasley, former Co-CEO of Starwood Waypoint, pointed out in 2012. 86 Investors are now hopeful that single-family rentals will go through a similar financial revolution.

Another key factor in the rise of the single-family rental asset class was access to the securitization market – access made possible by a series of legislative and regulatory actions over the last twenty years. Although there has been no explicit legislation relating to this market, single-family rental securitization highly depends on a set of federal actions that expanded the market for mortgage-backed securities. The Secondary Mortgage Market Enhancement Act (SMMEA), for example, improved the marketability of mortgage-backed securities by declaring AA-rated mortgage bonds equivalent in risk to U.S. treasury securities and other government bonds, thereby spurring investment by

bonds and pension funds. The Tax Reform Act of 1986 also played a part, by authorizing the creation of Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduits (REMICs), which are financial entities formed as part of securitization deals that have the legal power to assemble mortgages into pools or tranches and issue pass-through securities. The new single-family rental securities depended both on the ratings criteria established by SMMEA and the ability to form REMICs authorized by the 1986 Tax Reform Act.

While the legal and tax structures formed through government regulation are complicated and confusing, the primary purpose of these securitization and REIT laws was to spur investment by making real estate capital more "liquid." Liquidity, in finance speak, refers to how easy it is to convert an asset into cash, and in the case of single-family rental, it describes the ability of investors to easily purchase and sell homes. Real estate has traditionally been fairly illiquid since selling property is typically a brokered process that takes time and has high transaction costs. REITs and securitization allowed investors to snap up pieces of real estate quickly and easily, but this liquidity had to be created by and through government regulation.

Thus far the federal government has actively propped up the single-family rental industry without imposing any restrictions on affordability or creating additional protections for tenants or prospective homebuyers. As evident from Chapter 2, the government’s role in further financialization housing put communities and tenants at risk. The next chapter outlines strategies at the local, state, and federal level to protect tenants, stabilize communities and reassert the importance of housing as a locally-owned asset for community building rather than a globalized investment for wealth extraction.

7. POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Thus far, the federal government has actively propped up the single-family rental industry without imposing any restrictions on affordability or creating additional protections for tenants or prospective homebuyers.

State and Federal level that would address a number of the specific problems raised by Wall Street ownership of single family rentals, as well as contributing to more affordable and sustainable rental housing and community development overall.
**Local and State Policies**

- Protect tenants and preserve housing affordability by establishing rent control and just cause eviction rules that cover occupants of single family rental housing as well as multi-family properties.
- Prohibit discrimination based on source of income – such as Section 8 vouchers and other types of rental subsidy or support - and ensure these protections apply to single-family as well as multi-family renters.
- Prohibit abusive and hidden fees and ancillary charges, require landlords to provide basic services required to make apartments habitable, and maintain a clear and level playing field on included operating and maintenance costs.
- Provide additional resources for local governments to maintain single-family rental housing when landlords fail to do so by imposing a modest additional fee on large scale purchasers / owners of such properties.
- Require public disclosure and reporting to city / county government by large scale single-family rental property owners, including information on the business and financial plans for the operation and maintenance of the assets; on income and expenses each year; and on rent increases, evictions, and attempted evictions on a regular basis.
- Create a ‘right of first refusal’ if and when single-family properties are sold, so that tenants have the first opportunity to purchase, along with appropriate supports for low- and -moderate income tenants in particular, including housing counseling, and alignment of down-payment assistance and other funding programs. Mission-driven not-for-profit developers, community land trusts and tenant associations should have the second ‘right of first refusal’ if tenants do not purchase.

**Federal Policy**

Many of the below policy recommendations are specific to GSE’s. GSE’s, or Government-Sponsored Enterprises, are financial services corporations created by the U.S. Congress. With respect to the below policy recommendations, the GSE’s in question are Fannie Mae (Federal National Mortgage Association) and Freddie Mac (Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation).

- The GSEs should only provide financing for large single-family rental portfolios if the units serve low- and -moderate income families earning under 60 percent AMI, if tenant protections are established, and if owners are prohibited from discriminating against tenants based on their source of income.
- Sales of non-performing loans (delinquent mortgages) and distressed properties (typically vacant properties), by the GSE’s and by the Federal Housing Administration (FHA), an agency within HUD, must not incentivize speculation, or act to favor Wall Street ownership of housing assets over other ownership structures. They should encourage both affordable homeownership and affordable rental housing, and make it easier for low- and -moderate income people to pay sustainable housing costs and live in thriving communities.
- GSE and FHA sales of distressed mortgages and of single-family properties must have conditions to protect homeowners, tenants and communities, including rigorous mortgage modification programs, rights of first refusal, rent control and just cause eviction protections and non-discrimination based on source of income (i.e. Section 8 vouchers). These conditions must be enforced, including by refusing future sales to firms that violate them.
- The GSE’s and FHA should prioritize and favor mission driven developers and CDFIs as purchasers of non-performing loans and distressed properties.
- Congress should establish national rent control and just cause eviction rules for the largest owners of single family and multi family properties.
- The SEC should require Private funds and other firms to provide more information about their portfolio companies, including their impact - including as a landlord - on the communities in which they do business.
Appendix 1: Tenant Rent Increases

Appendix 2: Eviction Notices
Appendix 2: Eviction Notices

Appendix 3: Tenant Contract
## Appendix 4: 2016 Loan Sale Results

### Single-Family Loan Sale 2016-2 Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pool Number</th>
<th>Purchaser</th>
<th>Homes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>Bayview Acquisitions LLC</td>
<td>1310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>217</td>
<td>Bayview Acquisitions LLC</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>219</td>
<td>Bayview Acquisitions LLC</td>
<td>465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>220</td>
<td>Bayview Acquisitions LLC</td>
<td>536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>221</td>
<td>Bayview Acquisitions LLC</td>
<td>1177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222</td>
<td>Bayview Acquisitions LLC</td>
<td>718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>223</td>
<td>Bayview Acquisitions LLC</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>308</td>
<td>Community Loan Fund of New Jersey Inc</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>305</td>
<td>Hogar Hispano</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109</td>
<td>Matawin Ventures Trust Series 2016-2</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>Matawin Ventures Trust Series 2016-2</td>
<td>738</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>Rushmore Loan Management Services LLC</td>
<td>1151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>Rushmore Loan Management Services LLC</td>
<td>636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>Rushmore Loan Management Services LLC</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>Rushmore Loan Management Services LLC</td>
<td>544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Sold</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>8107</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Sold to Bayview</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>4743</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Percent Sold to Bayview</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>59%</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>